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Seattle’s uber-wealthy 
cast out crumbs of  
beneficence when  
we need bakeries  
full of bread

By JOHN BURBANK 
Guest Writer

L
ast week it seemed billionaires 
would be coming to the rescue. 
Jack Dorsey, who founded Twit-

ter and Square, donated $1 billion — 
amounting to 28 percent of his wealth 
— to relief programs related to the 
novel coronavirus. 

That is a good sign. 
How about the richest man in the 

world, the King of Amazon, clocking 
in at $139 billion and growing? 

Jeff Bezos donated $100 million to 
Feeding America, a nonprofit focused 
on supporting food banks. Nice, Jeff, 
that is seven one-hundredths of a per-
cent of your wealth. The equivalent 
would be someone with a net worth of 
$1 million donating less than $2 a day 
for a year. 

Of course, Jeff Bezos’s wealth has 
increased by $25 billion in the past 
four months. His former wife, MacK-
enzie Bezos, has enjoyed a $8.6 billion 

increase in her wealth.
How about the Bal lmers? Steve 

was Bill Gates’s roommate at Harvard 
and, for a while, Microsoft’s caretaker 
CEO. Steve’s family got some good 
headlines, donating $10 million to the 
UW for covid -19 testing. With a net 
worth of $54 billion, that is less than 
two one-hundredths of their wealth. 
The equivalent for someone with $1 
million would be $185 in a year, or 51 
cents a day. 

The Ballmers’ wealth has increased 
by $2.2 billion since the new year … 
just saying.

Unemployment is more than 20 
percent in our state. Workers are un-
able to pay their rents and have lost 
their employer-sponsored health care. 
Their kids are out of school and miss-
ing breakfast and lunch. Our state will 
lose $5 billion in the next few months 
for public services, including health 
coverage, higher education and early 
learning. 

A nd yet ,  i s l a nd s of  i ncred ible 
wealth and privilege are abundant in 
Washington. Washington is home to 
three of the wealthiest 10 people in the 
world. We have 15 billionaires. More 
than 12,000 people have incomes over 
$1 million. 

The popular phrase is that we are 
all in this together. 

But we aren’t, are we? 

The wealthiest among us remain 
insulated from the pandemic crisis and 
the economic crisis. 

And it seems that they really don’t 
care. 

We should not be surprised. 
The wea lthy do not contr ibute, 

and have never contributed, propor-
tionately and in an equitable manner, 
to the public services of our state. 
Households with more than half a mil-
lion dollars in income pay less than 3 
percent of their income in state and 
local taxes. 

The uber-wealthy most likely pay 
less than 1 percent. Middle-class fami-
lies pay 10 percent and poor families 
pay 17 percent. 

In ordinary times, the billionaires 
did not want us to be a l l together. 
Bal lmer publicly opposed Seatt le’s 
income tax on the aff luent over the 
past few years. Words and money are 
just pocket change for them, but they 
worked. 

In our “progressive” state, there is 
no income tax on the wealthy. 

Now, in bad times, the uber-wealthy 
again want to make sure that they rise 
above the citizens of our state, casting 
out crumbs of beneficence when we 
need bakeries full of bread.  n

John Burbank is the executive director 
of the Economic Opportunity Institute.

Even during covid-19, the 
wealthy under contribute

By ASHLEY ARCHIBALD 
Staff Reporter

T
he Seattle City Council explored 
a tax on large businesses that 
would bring in $500 million to ad-

dress the housing crisis and homelessness 
and deliver cash payments to households 
hit by the coronavirus at their budget 
meeting April 29. 

Under the legislation, the city would 
levy a 1.3 percent tax on businesses with 
payroll of more than $7 million. Employers 
would be prohibited from passing those 
costs onto their workers, and certain low-
margin businesses such as grocery stores 
would be exempt.

The proposed tax — dubbed the “Ama-
zon tax” in some circles — is an evolution 
of a previous measure pushed by Coun-
cilmembers Kshama Sawant and Tammy 
Morales. It would raise roughly $200 mil-
lion more than its first iteration, and the 
promise of additional funds would be used 
to put cash into the pockets of low-income 
households in the city. Revenue from the 
tax wouldn’t flow to the city until 2022, 
so money for the cash payments would 
come from a series of loans from six other 
city funds.

The other $300 million would go to-
ward affordable housing and environmen-
tal improvements on existing buildings.

Low-income Seattleites were hurting 
before the coronavirus crisis, Sawant said. 
The public health emergency is only exac-
erbating their economic pain, which could 
be somewhat ameliorated by the tax plan.

“It is truly an emergency,” Sawant said. 
“Whether anyone agrees with me on the 
Amazon tax, I think they will agree that 

we are in an emergency and ordinary 
people are in an emergency, and the point 
is to provide cash assistance.”

The mechanics of passing the tax are 
complex, and supporters anticipate a 
major roadblock from the Mayor’s Office.

The tax is actually a package of three 
bills, each of which are dependent on the 
success of the others.

First is the tax legislation itself, which 
would bring in $500 million, but not 
before 2022. The second is an interfund 
loan, which would make $200 million 
available immediately to help households 
in need. The interfund loan is actually 
six interfund loans of $50 million each 
that would come from the Low-Income 
Housing Fund, Housing Incentive Fund, 
Famil ies Education and Preschool 
Promise Levy Fund, Move Seattle Fund, 
Seattle Parks District Fund and the 2019 
Library Levy Fund.

Finally, the council would need to pass 
a plan to spend the money.

“The spending bill relies on interfund 
loan, and the interfund loan relies on tax 
bill,” said Dan Eder, deputy director of 
Council Central Staff.

Whether any of the bills are enacted or 
enacted quickly will require near unani-
mous support from the City Council, and 
Mayor Jenny Durkan’s signature. State-
ments from the mayor about the tax are 
not promising.

When asked about the payroll tax at a 
virtual press conference regarding a po-
tential $300 million reduction in city rev-
enues, Durkan dismissed that it could be 
a solution to the city’s financial problems.

“There are no ways, mechanisms or 
tricks to somehow magically have money 

appear this year or next year to fix these 
budget shortfalls,” Durkan said.

In an April 23 interview on KUOW, 
the mayor cast doubt on whether the ef-
forts to use interfund loans to get money 
into the hands of Seattle households was 
even legal.

“It doesn’t work that way because one, 
a number of the funds that people have 
identified — it’s unclear whether you can 
even borrow from them legally,” Durkan 
told KUOW host Bill Radke. “But more 
importantly, when you borrow money, you 
gotta pay it back.”

That doesn’t sit well with Tye Reed, an 
organizer with the Transit Riders Union 
and a case manager.

Reed and other members of the Transit 
Riders Union gathered on the steps of City 
Hall before the budget meeting earlier in 
the week, holding signs and at least 6 feet 
apart, to encourage the City Council to 
move forward with the tax plan. 

“She’s someone bought out by big busi-
ness,” Reed said of the mayor. “She can’t 
call herself a progressive liberal.”

People need financial support now and 
the affordable housing that would be fi-
nanced under the spending plan, she said.

“I’m going to go to work and tell 50 
people I can’t help them, and they’ll need 
to find a way to make May rent,” Reed said. 
The impotence in the face of such need has 
caused her to feel depressed and enraged.

New councilmembers relied on the 
Transit Riders Union to knock on doors 
and get out the vote when they ran for of-
fice in November 2019. It’s time for them 
to step up, Reed said.

“No longer can people take us or our 
votes for granted,” Reed said. n

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Have something to say? Real Change accepts letters  
to the editor. Send them to editor@realchangenews.
org or visit realchangenews.org and click  
“Write the Editor.”

ON THE COVER
Farmworkers and worker adovcates bring concerns 
to Olympia on May Day. Many farmworkers are 
undocumented and considered part of the essential 
workforce during the pandemic. However, the lack 
proper health care and workers’ rights. See the story 
on page 6. Photography by George P. Hickey.

City Council explores ‘Amazon Tax’ to 
fund housing and provide virus relief

Out of work

A
pproximately 20 percent of 
Washingtonians have applied 
for unemployment insurance 

since the coronavirus pandemic started, 
according to new figures released by the 
state.

The Washington Employment Security 
Department reported that an additional 
1,455,908 workers applied for unemploy-
ment insurance between April 19 and 
April 25. That’s a 453.3 percent increase 
over the previous week and a 10,000 per-
cent increase over the same period last 
year. The department paid out $988 mil-
lion that week alone.

It was also the first week that self-
employed people and independent con-
tractors could apply for benefits.

As the pandemic puts more people out 
of work, it’s also putting a strain on state 
and local finances. 

Costs to respond to the virus have 
ramped up, even as revenue streams have 
dried up.

Gov. Jay Inslee cut $445 million from 
the budget through line-item vetoes in 
anticipation of the heavy costs. On April 
30, he put in a request to the federal gov-
ernment to use the Stafford Act to cover 
the cost of the emergency response.

“While our state enjoyed a period of 
sustained economic growth in the years 
preceding this pandemic, the ongoing re-
sponse to the persistent threat of covid-19 
has significantly depleted resources at all 
levels of government,” Inslee wrote in the 
letter to President Donald Trump.

“In order to protect our state’s citizens 
against this virus, local jurisdictions and 
organizations across Washington have 
absorbed costs they could never have 
planned for. We know these expenses will 
continue until the threat from covid-19 is 
mitigated.”

The state is distributing $300 million 
from the federal stimulus to local gov-
ernments that didn’t get money directly 
through the cares Act, one of the measures 
passed by Congress to mitigate some of the 
economic pain caused by the pandemic.

Cities and counties with fewer than 
500,000 people were ineligible for funding 
under the law. 

Those counties will receive at least 
$250,000 and the cities will get at least 
$25,000 from the state.

“The health of our state’s economy 
depends on the local economies of our 281 
cities and towns,” said Peter King, CEO 
of the Association of Washington Cities, 
in a statement. “Cities have been at the 
forefront of keeping their communities 
safe and protecting public health.”

Inslee has announced plans to slowly 
ease restrictions on certain economic 
activity in the state, such as allowing some 
elective surgeries in hospitals. 

Such surgeries are moneymakers for 
hospitals, whose finances have also been 
hard hit.

He described the work to reopen the 
state as a dial, not a switch. While Wash-
ington has made progress flattening the 
curve, reopening too soon increases the 
risk of a resurgence of the virus. n

— Ashley Archibald

Photo by Alex Garland

Members of the Transit Riders Union protest on the steps of Seattle City Hall, urging councilmembers to move forward with a large-business 
tax plan that would bring in millions of dollars for the city to address the housing crisis.

A
t a time when Seattle should be 
investing in services to mitigate 
suffering and halt the spread of 

disease, we can anticipate budget auster-
ity at all levels of government for years 
to come. 

“This probably will be the toughest 
economic climate our city has faced in 
multiple generations,” said Mayor Jenny 
Durkan, responding to news of a probable 
$300 million revenue hole in the 2020 city 
budget. “What the city will have to do is 
likely to be very tough.”

We’ve seen this movie before. In the 
absence of fair taxation, economic reces-
sion always brings cuts in services just 
when we need them most.

Meanwhile, the coronavirus has been 
very good to those who need help least.  
As homebound consumers have turned 
to online sales for virtually everything, 
Amazon turned in an astonishing $75.4 
billion in first quarter revenue.

That averages $33 million in sales an 
hour. The city of Seattle’s entire, devastat-
ing budget shortfall amounts to around 
what Amazon brings in over the course 
of a good night’s sleep. 

We’ve been building toward this point 
of absurdity for decades. America’s re-
lentless march toward radical inequality 
began in the late 70s, when the post-war 
deal between business, labor, and gov-
ernment fell apart under the pressures of 
globalization.

Since then, policies that favor the rich 
have delivered record breaking levels of 
income disparity year after year. 

According to census data released 

last Septem-
ber, inequality 
is at its highest 
level in more 
than 50 years. 
Since 1980, in-
come for the 
top tenth of the 
One Percent 
has increased 
six-fold. The 

top one percent of families have captured 
more than 50 percent of the benefits of 
economic growth since 2009. 

Recent events only accelerate that 
trend. While the virus hits low-income 
people in the workforce the hardest, the 
nation’s most wealthy are benefitting most

At a time when America desperately 
needs expanded unemployment ben-
efits and small business relief to protect 
working people and disproportionately 
affected communities of color, the Trump 
administration has worked tirelessly to 
enrich the wealthy.

CNN reports that since the coronavi-
rus started shutting down jobs last March, 
more than 30 million Americans have filed 
for unemployment benefits. Meanwhile, 
according to the Bloomberg Billionaire’s 
Index, the world’s 500 richest people have 
seen their wealth grow by at least 20 per-
cent since March 23.

Due to changes in tax policy under 
the cares Act, this will only get worse. 
According to an analysis by the Joint Com-
mittee on Taxation, tax breaks embedded 
in the coronavirus stimulus package 
mostly benefit the rich. 

Eighty Two percent of gains from 
the tax change flow to those who are 
millionaires or better, with the biggest 
benefits going to hedge fund investors and 
real estate owners. Ninety five percent of 
those benefitting from the tax change earn 
$200,000 or more annually.

Less than 3 percent of tax changes in 
the cares Act go to those earning $100,000 
annually or less. At a time of nearly 
unprecedented economic pain for most 
Americans, tax breaks to the well-off will 
result in $92 billion in lost federal revenue.

Whether we’re talking about a rich city 
like Seattle or an abandonment zone like 
Flint, Michigan, the acceleration of radical 
inequality in this time of desperate need 
is unsustainable.

Is there a silver lining here? Perhaps. 
At least one elite believes that the ex-
cesses of crony capitalism in the age of 
the coronavirus might be the turning point 
after decades of greed.

Simon Henderson, the headmaster 
of Eton — a private boarding school to 
the likes of princes William and Harry, 
Boris Johnson and David Cameron — 
has speculated that popular outrage over 
post-coronavirus inequality could trig-
ger social change on a scale not seen the 
world wars.

“Years from now,” he said in an inter-
view with the United Kingdom’s Times 
newspaper, “when historians look back 
at the events of 2020, they are likely to 
identify covid-19 as the trigger for pro-
found change.”

With millions of lives at stake, that 
change cannot come soon enough.  n
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By KAMNA SHASTRI 
Staff Reporter

O
ne mid-April after-

noon, three masked 

men made their way 

through the Chinatown-Interna-

tional District, their faces fully 

covered with cloth and dark 

glasses. They left stickers plas-

tered to buildings and telephone 

poles in their wake. “Better dead 

than red,” one said. Others read 

“America First.” All of the stick-

ers listed a group called Patriot 

Front, a white nationalist hate 

group identified by the Southern 

Poverty Law Center. Later that 

same weekend, someone took 

the time to remove the stickers, 

but the incident is still under in-

vestigation by the Seattle Police 

Department. 

The incident is one example of hun-
dreds of racially motivated actions tar-
geting Asian American communities 
nationwide. As reports of the covid-19 
virus in Wuhan, China, began to spread in 
January and February, restaurants in the 
Chinatown-International District started 
seeing a decline in business. By the time 
the first case in an Eastside Seattle nursing 
home was reported in February, business 
had declined by 50 percent. When the 
pandemic progressed into a stay-at-home 
order and a shuttering of the city, the Asian 
American neighborhood started to see 
more anti-Asian aggression; racial insults 
were hurled at people in Hing Hay Park. 

Advocacy groups have been report-
ing and tracking a rise in racist slurs and 
physical aggression targeting people of 
Asian descent around the country. Stand 
Against Hatred, a national website created 
by Asian Americans Advancing Justice to 
track bias incidents and hate crimes, has 
collected pages worth of incidents cata-
loging everything from being told to “step 
away” from food at an Eastside Costco to 
people being spat on and called “disgust-
ing” by strangers in New York. By the be-
ginning of April, the Asian Pacific Policy 
and Planning Council had received over 
1,100 reports of discrimination against 
Asian Americans across the country.

Racism: an age-old mold 
The racism Asian Americans are facing 

is a permutation of a centuries-old pattern. 
“America doesn’t have the greatest track 

record when it comes to Asian Americans,” 
said Ben Sung Henry, an independent con-
sultant and a former executive director of 
apace, a civic engagement organization.

First, there was the Chinese Exclusion 
Act of 1882, which barred anyone from 
China entering the United States. Then, dur-
ing World War II, Japanese Americans were 
demonized and put in internment camps 

regardless of their citizenship and immigra-
tion status in response to the bombing of 
Pearl Harbor. Even after the Immigration 
and Nationality Act of 1965 opened U.S. 
borders to all immigrants, Asian Americans 
quietly bore the brunt of white America’s 
frustrations with the war in Vietnam. In 
1982, a white man in Detroit, angry about 
car factory jobs moving to Japan, beat and 
murdered 28-year-old Vincent Chin. 

South Asian and Arab Americans were 
victims of hate crimes and reactionary 
surveillance measures after 9/11. Now, 
there’s covid-19. 

“This is in our history — this has hap-
pened,” Henry said. “How do we know it’s 
not going to happen again?”

Like many immigrants and minority 
groups in the U.S., Asian Americans may 
very well find their race used as a bargain-
ing chip. Activists, community leaders 
and artists are bringing light to the fact 
that Asian Americans lie at the center 
of a paradox, regarded as the “forever 
foreigner” while simultaneously being 
christened a “model minority.”

Shane Baguyo, a racial equity coach 
for SEA Center for Racial Equity, said he 
has always been acutely aware of the dual-
ity between these two stereotypes. They 

“put us in a precarious socio-political, 
economic position in America. Both ste-
reotypes shut us out from being welcome 
and supported in all groups in general, just 
because of how we look.”

That nebulous “model minority” 
term was coined by sociology profes-
sor William Peterson of University of 
California, Berkeley. In a 1966 New York 
Times article, he extolled how Japanese 
Americans had “risen above even preju-
diced criticism” only 20 years after being 
interned. He went on to write that they 
were superior to all other races — includ-
ing native-born whites — and succeeded 
in an “almost totally unaided effort.” He 
also wrote, “Every attempt to hamper 
their progress resulted only in enhancing 
their determination to succeed.”

Peterson glossed over the numerous 
institutional barriers Japanese Americans 
were up against. As a result of this racial 
stereotyping, the model-minority gimmick 
continuously glossed over the intricate 
complexity of being Asian American. The 
term actually comprises dozens of countries 
and languages and countless historical 
and current experiences branded under a 

 See RACE Continued on Page 12

covid-19 brings a dialogue of reckoning  
what it means to be Asian American

“This is in our history — this has happened.  
How do we know it’s not going to happen again?”

— Ben Sung Henry, an independent consultant and a former executive director of apace

Photos by Clem Albers, 1942 Dept. of Interior, above, and Jon Williams, left

Above, newcomers move into Manzanar, a California internment camp for Japanese Ameri-
cans during World War II. Left, “America doesn’t have the greatest track record when it comes 
to Asian Americans,” said Ben Sung Henry, former executive director of APACE.

DRIVING FORCE
May Day caravan circles Amazon with tax protest

Bikes and 
vehicles of 
all kinds 
carried 
words of 
protest at 
Amazon’s 
Seattle 
Spheres 
for the Tax 
Amazon 
rally on 
May 1. 

Photography 
by Mark White

Protesters circled the spheres for an hour 
before caravaning to Seattle’s Eastlake 
neighborhood, where the advocacy for 
a tax on big businesses continued with 
Kshama Sawant. The tax is meant to pay 
for low-income housing and Seattle’s 
Green New Deal.

W
i l l iam Shakespeare once 
wrote that “misery acquaints 
a man with strange bedfel-

lows.” Never was that more apparent than 
May 1 when activists, led by Councilmember 
Kshama Sawant, drove their cars outside 
Amazon’s Seattle headquarters to advocate 
for a tax on big businesses meant to pay for 
housing and Seattle’s own Green New Deal.

The 1.3 percent tax on payroll exceeding 
$7 million per year is the newest iteration of 
efforts to get revenue from Seattle’s biggest 
businesses. The tax would raise $500 million 
per year, more than 10 times the amount of 
the first “employee hours tax” passed and 
then rescinded by the City Council in 2018.

Councilmembers Sawant and Tammy 
Morales are sponsors of the tax, which 
business groups decry as a “tax on jobs.” 
They advanced three pieces of legislation 
— the tax itself, a spending plan and an 
interfund loan that will allow city officials 

to access $200 million for direct cash pay-
ments to struggling Seattleites before the 
end of the year. Actual proceeds of the tax 
will otherwise not come due until 2022.

Mayor Jenny Durkan has signaled her 
displeasure, telling reporters that it cannot 
solve the financial problems the city is facing 
due to the coronavirus. Sales taxes and taxes 
on business activity have all plummeted, 
leaving a possible $300 million hole in the 
city’s budget. Large businesses, like Amazon, 
have to pay their fair share, advocates wrote 
in an email publicizing the event.

“These same large corporations and 
their politicians have the gall to tell us 
‘we’re all in this together,’ but when we try 
to Tax Amazon and big business less than 
a measly 1% of their income to fund crisis 
relief, affordable housing and union jobs, 
they call us divisive and irresponsible, and 
threaten to cut more jobs in retaliation,” 
organizers wrote. n
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Rojas was dressed in a wine-colored 
jacket and a red-and-blue baseball cap that 
read USA. There were people all around 
him, either in similar colors or camouflage, 
many armed with weapons of war. Some 
touted signs protesting the closure of the 
state economy; others, conspiracy theories 
about microchips hidden in vaccines that 
do not yet exist to stop a virus that very 
much does.

A young girl in a pink RZR battery-
powered car did slow donuts on the Capitol 
lawn.

Rojas wasn’t there to protest the clo-
sure. He and dozens more had come to the 
Capitol on May Day, an internationally rec-
ognized celebration of the value of workers 
and workers’ rights, to demand government 
support for undocumented workers, many 
of whom have recently been deemed “es-

sential” for their critical role in America’s 
food supply chain.

“I want the government to know that 
we’re fed up,” Rojas said in Spanish. “They 
don’t understand that we’re essential 
workers, supposedly, but we don’t have 
any rights.

“There’s nothing for us,” Rojas said.
Dozens of workers and people who sup-

port them drove down from Seattle to Olym-
pia in a long caravan to demand that Gov. 
Jay Inslee establish a $100 million fund to 
support undocumented workers in the state 
on the frontline of the coronavirus crisis. 

 It was a socially distant May Day pro-
test. After driving in circles past the Capitol 
for the better part of an hour, the group 
gathered in a nearby church parking lot 
to hear speeches in Spanish, English and 
Indigenous languages.

The asks are modest compared to the 
need. Even $100 million wouldn’t go far 
enough. Estimates show that $25 million 
would be needed every month to support 
expenses for non-citizen taxpayers who 
file with an Individual Taxpayer Identifica-

tion Number (itin), not to mention other 
undocumented people.

But it would help, said Carlos Marentes 
of El Comité, one of the organizations that 
planned the caravan.

“Right now, we’re in a situation of triage, 

right? We’re trying to help as many people 
possible,” Marentes said. “But there’s a limit 
to what triage can do.”

Undocumented people are the backbone 
of the agricultural workforce in this coun-
try. The U.S. Department of Agriculture 
estimates that as many as half of crop 
workers in the country are undocumented. 
Hundreds of thousands are in the country 
on H-2A visas, which allow them to stay 
for up to 10 months to pick crops and other 
agricultural jobs. 

None of them received the $1,200 stimu-
lus check from the federal government, 
nor can they access recently improved 
unemployment benefits, despite the fact 
that they pay into the system when they 
file with an itin.

That means people who are ensuring 
grocery store shelves are stocked with pro-
duce and meat, the very same people falling 
prey to the coronavirus in large numbers, 
lack access to basic social services like 
health care and unemployment benefits.

That’s not right, said Kathy Kravit-
Smith, who came from Seattle to protest 
alongside other workers.

“It’s important to acknowledge essen-
tial workers,” Kravit-Smith said. “There is 
nothing more essential than farm workers.”

Farm workers need personal protective 
equipment, food support and rent support 
to get through these trying times. 

“It should be the number one priority 
so we can all go home and have a salad 
tonight,” Kravit-Smith said.

Salad may have been on her mind, but 
it was the smell of sweet baked goods that 
filled the air at 11 a.m. on May 1 when cars 
began lining up on a side street next to the 
Franz Bakery in central Seattle. 

In normal times, El Comité and the 
May 1 Action Coalition would be staging 
their march in nearby Judkins Park. In-
digenous people traditionally led the way, 
singing and dancing in intersections. This 
year, a parade of cars lined up waiting for 
a police escort out of town. Many sported 
signs demanding support and respect for 
agricultural workers.

The caravan took off around 11:30 a.m. 
with little fanfare, leaving this reporter 
in the dust. A police officer said that Real 
Change was on its own — without the rest 
of the crew, normal traffic laws would have 
to be obeyed.

The caravan was slow, and by the time 
Real Change hit the highway, so had they. 
Each car flashed its hazard lights in an 
attempt to warn off other drivers, who 

packed the roadways once the group left 
Seattle proper.

The drive to Olympia went smoothly. A 
bright spring day illuminated Washington 
landscapes that melted into the distance 
as the caravan meandered past Tacoma 
and Lakewood, past shuttered casinos and 
cheap gas stations. One blue sedan pulled 
to the side, steam or smoke billowing from 
its front end.

Upon arriving in Olympia, May Day pro-
testers drove down Capitol Hill Way South, 
rolling by unmasked, mostly white people 
bearing signs and assault rifles demanding 
that the government reopen. Drivers circled 
at the stoplight to create a loop while anti-
government protesters cheered, not know-
ing for whom they were showing support. 
Anti-government, pro-Trump cars also did 
loops around the street, mixing in with the 
immigrant protesters.

The protest was meant to take place 
at Tivoli Fountain, a circular fountain 
comprised of smaller jets of water, like a 
sunflower. However, a block away was a 
clear parking lot outside the United Church 
of Christ, empty of other protesters and 
ideal to set up a sound system.

Speakers took to the stage to extoll 
the excesses of capitalism and the need 

to support essential workers. They con-
tinued on, speaking in Spanish, English 
and Indigenous languages as angry white 
people drove by, accusing them of support-
ing communism. One set had their Harley 
Davidson motorcycles parked in the lot and 
insulted people around them for making it 
difficult to leave.

“We will show them the respect they 
didn’t show us,” a woman said as the crowd 
made way. 

Demands by undocumented workers for 
economic justice aren’t unique. Neither is a 
program meant to give it to them.

California Gov. Gavin Newsom and the 
state Legislature approved a $125 million 
fund to provide benefits to undocumented 
workers in the state, which, like Washing-
ton, is a large agricultural producer. It’s not 
a huge amount: Each undocumented adult 
may receive $500 if they are undocumented, 
over the age of 18 and otherwise ineligible 
for relief from packages passed by the fed-
eral government.

Disaster relief in a wildfire-prone 
state like California is nothing new and 
local organizations have stepped up for 
undocumented people in the past, said 
Sasha Feldstein, Economic Justice Policy 
Manager with the California Immigrant 
Policy Center. 

“I think that provided fuel for this con-
versation,” Feldstein said. “How do we get 
something at the state level so community 
organizations don’t have to fundraise, get 
systems in place and things like that?”

The money, $50 million of which was 
provided by private foundations, is not 
enough and plans need to be in place to put 
money into relief funds on a regular basis, 
Feldstein said.

“Unfortunately, this is the new normal, 
especially in California, because of climate 
change and other factors,” Feldstein said. 
“There is going to be another crisis. There 
is going to be another disaster after this, so 
we need something permanent.”

Advocates would argue that Washing-
ton does, too. n

By ASHLEY ARCHIBALD  |  Staff Reporter

V
idal Rojas stood on the sidewalk facing Capitol Hill Way 

South on May 1, Tivoli Fountain bubbling behind him in 

the midground, the dome of Olympia’s Capitol building 

looming beyond.

May Day showed odd  
divides over immigration, 
vaccination and space

Photos by George P. Hickey

Farmworkers and advocates caravaned to take their message to lawmakers in Olympia. They’re 
demanding government support for undocumented workers among other concerns. 

Advocates and farmworkers grouped together to display their signs in Olympia on May Day.

Protesters keep a physical distance and wear masks and gloves while airing their demands at a rally in Olympia. Farmworkers, many who are undocumented, are considered essential workers during the pandemic. Many live without health care.

Some people brought signs to protest the 
halt on the statewide economy and touted 
conspiracy theories. Many didn’t practice 
physical distancing or wear protective gear.

“I want the government to know  
that we’re fed up. They don’t 

understand that we’re essential 
workers, supposedly, but we  

don’t have any rights.”
— Vidal Rojas
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CARTOON  |  By Katie WheelerBOOK REVIEW: ‘Talking to Strangers’  

By Malcolm Gladwell  |  Little, Brown and Company  |  Sept. 2019  |  Hardcover  |  350 pages  |  $22.99
Access
Denied

Hanna Brooks Olsen

Loathing in the 
time of corona

I
t is nothing short of remarkable 
that, throughout Seattle and be-
yond, folks have managed to map 

their existing biases and disdain for 
our homeless neighbors onto the co-
vid-19 pandemic and its ensuing gov-
ernment response. 

Though perhaps it shouldn’t be sur-
prising; we know that scarcity mental-
ity and feelings of stress and anxiety 
make people less compassionate, not 
more. But still, it’s difficult to watch as 
local personalities and commenters on 
NextDoor and Facebook find new ways 
to say the same things. 

In news articles, column inches are 
given to people who seem to believe 
that homeless people are “joyriding” 
on buses, as if there is anything joyful 
about seeking the shelter of a moving, 
jostling tube full of other people just 
to take a load off. On radio airwaves, 
comfortably-housed people complain 
about unfounded rumors that those 
who are being quarantined in gov-
ernment-run facilities because they 
have nowhere else to go are receiving 
small, inexpensive and legal creature 
comfor ts, as though anyone would 
choose homelessness just to get a free 
cigarette and a cot. 

Then, of course, there are the calls 
to forcibly isolate homeless people who 
don’t want to go into overcrowded, 
uncomfortable shelters, essentia l ly 
criminalizing homelessness itself in 
the name of, what? Public health? As 
though free will and bodily-autonomy 
are reserved only for people who can 
afford to buy a house in this bloated 
market. 

King County, the city of Seattle and 
the state of Washington are all working 
to find properties and stand up quaran-
tine and isolation sites to ensure that 
there is space for people to get better, 
while taking the pressure off already-
packed shelters. And so far, the main 
response from housed people has been 
fear that these locations could, horror 
of horrors, become regular old home-
less shelters in the future. As though 
our need to add thousands of beds 
before the pandemic has evaporated. 

So much of this response echoes 
what we’ve seen before, as lawmakers 
and talking heads find creative ways to 
couch their “concern,” while telegraph-
ing their true desire: To incarcerate or 
otherwise disappear homeless people, 
not so that they can get help or find 
comfort or peace, but instead, so that 
they can be out sight and out of mind. 

In the time of coronavirus, the dog 
whistles are hitting a different note — 
but the dogs all come running just the 
same. n

Hanna Brooks Olsen is a writer and 
political consultant. She’s currently 
working on a book about Lou Graham, 
due out sometime in the future. 

Review by DAVE GAMRATH 
Contributing Writer

I 
was excited to read Malcolm Gladwell’s 

“Talking to Strangers” to learn more 

about the interpersonal dynamics we of-

ten face when meeting strangers. At 350 pages, 

I expected to learn many interesting observa-

tions that would help define our meeting of 

strangers. Instead, Gladwell really introduces 

only five dynamics, two of which the average 

person will never, or very rarely, face. 

Gladwell’s first observation is that humans have a 
very hard time telling when a stranger is lying. Gladwell 
describes how humans almost always default to believ-
ing what a stranger says. He defines this as the “truth 
default theory.” We hold the assumption that people 
are honest. It takes a large trigger to change this belief. 
Gladwell gives example after example of how so-called 
experts don’t catch people lying, and he makes the argu-
ment that we may actually get a more honest assessment 
of a person if we never actually meet them, but rather 
just read their work. However, Gladwell states that we 
are better off defaulting to believing people are truthful 
because this dynamic provides us the ability to form 
efficient communities and social coordination. In other 
words, our society would suck if we were predisposed 
to question everyone’s honesty. 

Gladwell’s next observation has to do with trans-
parency. He defines transparency as “believing that 
people’s behavior and how they look on the outside 
provides us with a true understanding as to how they 
feel on the inside.” The book cites many examples as 
to how this is not the case. Judges and other experts 
often misjudge people brought before them. Liars often 
don’t act like liars, and honest people sometimes come 
across as liars because they don’t behave as we expect 
them to. One example was Amanda Knox, the college 
student from Seattle who was convicted of participat-
ing in the murder of her roommate while attending 
school in Italy. Gladwell states that what Amanda Knox 
was only guilty of was behaving weirdly, and that she 
behaved weirdly because, well, she was kind of weird. 
She wasn’t guilty of murder. Gladwell points out that 
our world systematically discriminates against people 
who, unintentionally, don’t behave as society would 
expect them to.

The next concept that Gladwell writes about is 
coupling, which basically means that a decision or a 
behavior is coupled to a certain place, i.e., it’s the notion 
that a stranger’s behavior is tightly connected to place 
and context. Gladwell explains how we often miss the 

impact a place or circumstances has on a stranger’s 
behavior, leading us to form incorrect conclusions. In 
essence, we ignore the context in which the person 
is operating. This magnifies the two prior mistakes, 
defaulting to truth and believing people are transpar-
ent. Add up all three, and we often misread strangers.

Two other dynamics brought forward by Gladwell 
seem interesting but less relevant in day-to-day inter-
actions. Gladwell goes into great depth on the impact 
alcohol has on behavior. “Alcohol is an agent of trans-
formation; it obliterates our true self.” Gladwell gives 
examples of drunk people doing stupid stuff. He states 
that “adding alcohol to the process of understanding 
another person’s intentions makes a hard problem 
downright impossible.” He also goes into a bit of de-
fense of drunk young men who have taken advantage 
of drunk young women, stating that combining a drunk, 
19-year-old man with a hypersexualized frat party is an 
invitation to disaster. Seems like an obvious cop-out. 

Gladwell also includes a section on torture, con-

cluding that torturing people will likely lead to them 
providing inaccurate or misleading information. No 
shit. My guess is that Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld 
may disagree here. I also guess that few other people 
get the chance to make the better choice of not tortur-
ing people.

In summary, Gladwell advises that people cannot be 
prejudged: They don’t behave the way we expect them 
to. Thus, we should accept our limits when deciphering 
others. Gladwell also points out that because we don’t 
know how to talk to strangers, when things go wrong, 
we often blame the stranger.

I found “Talking to Strangers” to be a lot of reading 
for a few basic points, a couple of which were pretty 
obvious to me. I doubt I will stare at strangers suspi-
ciously going forward. 

We could all start yelling “fake news” at strangers, 
but FOX News already has the market on that. I think 
I’ll stick to naively trusting strangers, at least until they 
tell me how great Donald Trump is. n

STRANGE 
BEHAVIOR
Malcolm Gladwell’s ‘Talking 
to Strangers’ makes too 
few convincing points

Illustration by Jon Williams

We hold the assumption that people are honest. It takes a large trigger to change this belief.

S
ign of the time: Facebook, in the 
interest of bringing people together 
online in spite of physical isolation, 

has made available a “care” reaction. In 
German, it’s called umarmung, which 
means “hug.” I’m now virtually hugging 
friends who complain about having to 
stay home. 

The Seattle Times has an article 
featuring recipes for canned sardines, 
because canned tuna is getting hard to 
find. The big takeaway: Get the expensive 
European imports packed in oil and grill 
them until the skin is crispy. Mmm, I want 
to try that on toast with melted provolone.

Just when the only places you can 
buy department store goods are online 
warehouse stores like Amazon, those 
get hit with a May Day strike over work 
conditions. 

At last report, 9 miles of Seattle streets 
have been made off limits to motor ve-
hicles so pedestrians can stretch their legs 
outdoors without being crunched together 
on sidewalks. Some genius in the city 
government came up with characterizing 
these streets as having been opened to 
pedestrians rather than closed to vehicles. 
They should get an award. I suggest call-
ing it a Seattle Government Spinny and 
making it an annual thing. 

There are surprises around every 
corner these days. I was reading a story 
in The Guardian about armed protests 
against coronavirus lockdown at the 
Michigan Capitol. It included photos of 
rifle-carrying protesters looking down 
from the gallery of the state house, and 
the fact that at least one legislator was 
prompted to wear a bullet-proof vest in 
the chamber. Scrolling down in the story, 
I came to this near the end: “It is legal to 

openly carry firearms inside Michigan’s 
state capitol building.”

Really? Are you kidding me, Guardian? 
The Michigan lawmakers lack an adequate 
sense of self-preservation. I guess that’s 
their business, but I think they should 
consider the feelings of other members of 
the public who might also like to visit the 
Capitol besides armed, angry protesters.

If it were up to me, I wouldn’t let pro-
testers in the chambers with tomatoes or 
eggs, much less rifles. Bags of goose feath-
ers would be OK, but no tar. No smoking, 
vaping or chewing tobacco either. And spit 
out that chewing gum.

Another ongoing event involving 
guns and coronavirus is playing out in 
Maryland. Maryland landed a deal with 
South Korea for half a million test kits. 
They mobilized the state national guard 
to take control of the delivery and hide it 
in an undisclosed location. It was actually 
said that there was a concern the federal 
government might try to seize the kits. 
They’re calling the site where the kits are 
being stored a Fort Knox of coronavirus 
test kits. If the feds find it and try to move 
in, what would the national guard do? Just 
block the feds’ way and stand there, rifles 
aimed, as federal hippies poke flowers in 
their barrels? That would be a cool scene.

I never in my life thought I would say 
this: The federal government is interfering 

with the states too much. I’ve turned into 
a states-rights-er. 

But, come on. President Trump is 
threatening to withhold coronavirus relief 
to sanctuary states. A big problem with 
that is the funds for federal coronavirus 
relief ultimately come from federal income 
taxes, and the sanctuary states pay their 
fair share. 

I’ve discussed the ramifications of 
such tactics before. If the federal govern-
ment continually uses withholding of 
funds — funds the states generate — to 
subvert state policies, it may become nec-
essary for states, for the maintenance of 
any shred of autonomy, to include people 
who stop paying their federal income 
taxes among those offered sanctuary. 

Washington may need to enact a state 
income tax, not in addition to the federal 
income tax but in lieu of it. So the state 
can provide its own relief.

I want to end on a more peaceful note. 
One of my favorite things to do in times 
of stress is to take long walks. My prefer-
ence is to use public transit to convey me 
to some place I’m unfamiliar with, miles 
from home, and deliberately meander 
away from there until I feel lost, and then 
try to find my way home on foot without 
looking at street signs.

I know Seattle and its surroundings 
too well to pull off the getting lost trick 
here, but maybe I could shed some stress 
by finding and walking that 9 miles of 
liberated streets. n

Surprises around every corner to ingest 
with toast, sardines and cheese
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Donate an old car to 

REAL CHANGE
1.877.537.5277

realchangenews.org/index.php/site/giving

Solutions to 
this week’s 
puzzle  
will appear 
in the  
next issue. 

Where’s 
the 
Honcho?
April 29  Issue

Animal Friends
Puzzle by Patrick “Mac” McIntyre

ACROSS
1 A boom may come out of it
5 Night vision?
10 Sunscreen stats, for short (Abbr.)
14 Petri dish filler
15 The Godfather of Gangsta Rap (4-1)
16 This and 73 others in this puzzle
17 It surrounds a charismatic person
18 Something a hamster might set out to 

do (3 wds.) (4,1,5)
20 Rejected (3 wds.) (4,2,2)
22 Last three syllables of “Deck the Halls”
23 Devour
24 ___ dixit (legalese for an asserted “fact” that 

is merely a statement of opinion) (Lat.)
25 Something a puppy might set out to do 

(3 wds.) (4,4,7)
33 Tibetan priests (whose titles sound like 

Peruvian beasts)
34 Nil in Brazil
35 Spanish gold
36 Composer Stravinsky
37 Secretly watch (2 wds.) (3,2)
38 Med. prefix meaning “internal” or 

“within”
39 Abbr. used in denoting certain musical 

keys
40 Razor-sharp, as an edge
41 John of England
42 Something a house cat might set out to 

do (4 wds.) (5,2,4,4)
46 “No ifs, ___ or...”
47 Something to do at home?
48 Even (with) (3 wds.) (2,1,3)
51 Musical genre for David Bowie and 

Prince (KLM CARGO anagram)
56 Favorite task or hobby...or an apt 

description of the longer answers in this 
puzzle (2 wds.) (3,7)

58 Scottish Gaelic language
59 London gallery with many Sargents and 

Constables
60 “The First 48” network (3 wds.) (1,3,1) 

(incls. abbrevs.)
61 Vaping device, briefly (1-3)
62 “The View” alum Jones
63 Per Sophia Lauren, one of these should 

be like a barbed-wire fence - serving its 
purpose without obstructing the view

64 Pert back talk

DOWN
1 “Serpico” author Peter
2 Lago contents
3 Hindu garment
4 Current U.S.-China conflict (2 wds.) (5,3)
5 Old Chrysler car make named for 

conquistador Hernando ____
6 Deeply engrossed
7 “South Pacific” Tony winner Pinza
8  Aut ho r  R a nd  who  d e ve lo p e d  a 

philosophical belief system she called 
Objectivism

9 Something a diet coach might design (2 
wds.) (4,4)

10 Wd. of Yiddish derivation that can refer 
to an arduous journey or task, or to a 
clumsy or stupid person

11 Cop a ____
12 Coal, coke or compressed gas
13 Actress Ward of “The Fugitive”
19 “Now where ____?” (digression closer) (2 

wds.) (3,1)
21 They cancel out the yeas
24 Requires no further cooking or baking 

(2 wds.) (2,4)
25 Scale, as Mt. Rainier
26 “Horrible” comic strip Viking
27 Expressive online image, such as a 

smiley face
28 Lets out, as animals from a fenced-in 

area
29 Like starfish or daisies
30 Producer Carlo, who discovered (and 

later married) Sophia Loren
31 Worker in a trauma ctr., for short (2,3) 

(incls. abbrs.)
32 “Wide World of Sports” creator Arledge
37 Metaphorical byway for down-and-

outers (2 wds.) (4,4)
38 Popular street liners (2 wds.) (3,5)
41 Dutch export
43 Rip Van Winkle for two decades
44 Growl like a dog
45 Wanes
48 Prefers, with “for”
49 Sans ice
50 Boy or girl lead-in
51 Characteristic carrier
52 Some PC and TV screens (Abbr./Acron.)
53 Swimmer with big calves?
54 Several CBS forensic drama spinoffs
55 Frat party staples
57 Jolt

SOLUTION

CROSSWORD

Calendar compiled by Michelle Galluzzo. 
Got something we should know about? 
Email it to calendar@realchangenews.org. 
The deadline for calendar submissions is 
nine days prior to the date of publication.

Streaming to stay sane
Almost all King County events are canceled, so we’re listing streaming events for optimal physical distancing

May 12

DancePowered Hip Hop Live Stream 
Workout, 6:30–7:30 p.m., Zoom access 
once registered, $6-18 admission,  
tinyurl.com/yd6tlxn4

Staying active at home can be tricky; 
whether you’re feeling uninspired 
or restless, this hip-hop workout will 
add a pop to your regular routine. It’s 
a high-intensity workout that pulls 
from different dance genres to create 
a complex and technical dance-class 
experience. In the end, expect to feel 
accomplished and buoyed by a few 
new moves for the dance floor when 
that is a thing again. All levels are 
welcome, and admission is based on a 
sliding scale of what you can afford. 
Email JencnDesign@gmail.com to get 
the details and join this workout.

May 13
The Simpsons Trivia, 7 p.m., Facebook Live 
on Raised By TV, donations encouraged, 
tinyurl.com/ycj3xbe5

Personally, “Simpsons” trivia always 
makes me nervous — how can you 
know enough for all 31 seasons? If you 
feel the same, don’t fret! Brandon and 
Zenaida are two artists who have lost 
their livelihoods for the time being 
and launched this trivia for seasons 1-5 
(amazing) to spread some nerd joy, get 
some laughs going and hopefully get 
some donations. Tickets are free at the 
link above, but if you can spare a few 
bucks, donations are gladly accepted. 

Also, now you have a perfect excuse 
to start bingeing those classic seasons 
of “The Simpsons” that changed pop 
culture. 

May 14

Virtual VOW: Voices of Womxn Salon,
4:30–5:30 p.m., Zoom link once registered, 
free, tinyurl.com/y84kjshx

Hugo House is virtually continuing 
their literary salon for womxn writers, 
readers and literary enthusiasts. The 
salon is an opportunity for attendees 
to share their stories, ideas and work, 
hoping to bring people closer together. 
Make it a virtual night with current 
friends or make some new ones. 

Seattle Beer Fest, 8–10 p.m., video link 
emailed once registered, $40,  
tinyurl.com/ybmrje4v

Tired of drinking beer alone at home? 
Well, now you can drink beer with a 
bunch of friends and strangers vir-
tually at the Seattle Beer Fest. This 
year, things will be slightly different: 
When you order your ticket, a pack of 
10 special-release beers from regional 
breweries and some cool brewery swag 
will show up before the event. On the 
day of, a live video stream will walk 
you through a guided tasting of your 
beers, as well as some live music and 
interactive games. Delivery for these 
packages must be within the Greater 
Seattle Area, and of course, you have to 
be over 21. For those who can, take this 

chance to have a beer among friends, 
at a festival, just like in the olden (3 
months ago) days. 

Thursdays

Washington Immigrant Solidarity Net-
work, 3–5 p.m., Zoom info at link, free, 
tinyurl.com/y8lbhe2n

The Washington Immigrant Solidarity 
Network (WAISN) has adapted their 
work to focus on the unique needs 
of the community during this pan-
demic. WAISN will be helping with 
the following issues: bridging food 
access, rental assistance support, labor 
protections support and providing con-
nections to local resources. They will 
also provide up-to-date information 
via their hotline available in multiple 
languages. Every Thursday, they will 
host their general meetings, where you 
can stay updated with their work and 
efforts.

Fridays
Small Mall: Virtual Craft Show, 11 a.m., 
Instagram @urbancraftuprising, free,  
tinyurl.com/ycqllkgc

Every Friday, @urbancraftuprising 
will host a small pop-up craft fair via 
their Instagram. They will showcase 25 
vendors by featuring a select piece of 
theirs for sale. If you like what you see, 
simply send a message right away, as 
only a few products will be available. 
This is a great way to support local 
artists and get something unique in the 

process. Even if you don’t buy any-
thing, you’re sure to be introduced to 
amazing local creators — so you really 
can’t lose!

Saturdays

Dance Party with DJ M3A, 9–11 p.m., 
Twitch access via link, donations encour-
aged, tinyurl.com/y8hsyxuc

Sometimes we all need a reason to just 
let loose and dance it out, and here it 
is. The Gender Justice League is host-
ing dance parties every Saturday in 
support of the Wildrose bar, one of the 
oldest and only lesbian bars left any-
where. You can support by donating to 
their GoFundMe and also by danc-
ing your heart out every Saturday in 
the comfort of your remoteness. Now 
you literally can dance like no one is 
watching! Would it be too much to add 
a “live, laugh, love”? 

POPE FRANCIS’ MESSAGE 
TO STREET PAPERS

‘The coronavirus pandemic has made your work  

difficult, but I am sure you will return stronger than ever’

By TONY INGLIS 
Street News Service

P
ope Francis has continued to show 
his support for the street paper move-
ment and those living in poverty 

with a special message for the street paper 
network as it adapts to the impact of the 
coronavirus pandemic.

In the personal address, included in the 
Holy See’s daily 
bulletin April 27, 
the Holy Father 
expressed h is 
solidarity with 
all those involved 
with street pa-
pers, especially 
their vendors. He 
acknowledged 
t h a t  m a ny of 
those who sell 
street papers are 
“homeless, ter-
ribly marginal-
ized, and unem-
ployed”, and that 
“those most vul-
nerable, the invis-
ible, those with-
out an abode, are 
at risk of paying 
the highest price” 
as the covid-19 
outbreak contin-
ues to impact all facets of society.

Pope Francis ended his message with a 
rallying cry: “The pandemic has made your 
work difficult, but I am sure that the great 
network of street papers will come back 
stronger than ever. These days, turning 
our gaze to the poorest can help all of us to 
realize how much is actually happening to 
us, and what our circumstances really are.”

Maree Aldam, chief executive of the 
International Network of Street Papers, 
responded to the Pontiff’s message with 
gratitude.

She said: “The International Network 
of Street Papers is pleased to once again 
have the vocal support of Pope Francis, 
especially as the world’s most vulnerable 
and marginalized people face uncertain 
times ahead while society fights back 
against this pandemic.

“It is essential that world and commu-
nity leaders of all stripes come together 
in solidarity to raise up those in poverty, 
and back the organizations — like street 
papers — that do such great work in help-
ing those most in need.”

Pope Francis has been a long-time 
supporter of street papers’ work and 
has been interviewed by International 
Network of Street Paper (INSP) members 

on two previ-
ous occasions. 
In 2015, Marc, 
a  v e n d o r  o f 
Utrecht-based 
s t r e e t  pa p er 
Straatnieuws, 
a longside the 
publ ica t ion’s 
ed itor F ra nk 
Dries, traveled 
to the Vatican to 
interview Pope 
Francis. In 2017, 
Stefano Lam-
pertico, editor 
of Italian street 
paper Scarp de’ 
tenis, and An-
tonio Mininni, 
one of the mag-
azine’s vendors, 
did the same. 
Both resulting 
interviews be-

came the most republished street paper 
story of their respective years.

The Pope’s message comes at a time 
when street papers across the world are 
facing unprecedented circumstances, 
with many having paused print production 
and temporarily removed vendors from 
the streets on which they normally sell the 
publication. Street papers are constantly 
adapting in order to make sure that their 
vendors can continue to rely on them for 
an income while riding out the effects of 
the coronavirus pandemic. n

INSP would like to thank volunteer 
translators for their work, especially 
Marta Anna Segit, Lisa Luginbuhl and 
Shanon Richardson, who ensured Pope 
Francis’ message was translated. Cour-
tesy of INSP.ngo
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the Heart 
of Jesus 
in Rome 
in 2017.
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T
he covid-19 pandemic and eco-
nomic shutdown have temporarily 
produced clearer skies across the 

U.S. Meanwhile, however, the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency has been busy 
finding reasons not to pursue long-lasting 
air quality gains. 

On April 30, the agency published a 
proposed new rule that retains current 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards for 
Particulate Matter without any revisions. 
It took this action after a five-year review 
process, during which scientific evidence 
showed unequivocally that these standards 
are not adequate to protect public health.

I have studied air pollution and air 
quality for over 30 years and been directly 
involved for a decade with EPA’s reviews 
of scientific findings on air pollution. This 
includes serving on the agency’s Clean Air 
Scientific Advisory Committee, or casac, 
and on 10 specialized panels focused on 
individual pollutants.

As I have written previously, the Trump 
administration has watered down the role of 
science in what is supposed to be a science-
based process of setting national air quality 
standards. This new proposal — which I 
expect will be challenged in court when 
finalized — is the result.

Fine particles, known as PM2.5 because 
they measure 2.5 microns or less in diam-
eter, can penetrate deeply into the lungs 
and bloodstream. EPA staff scientists have 
reaffirmed that daily and annual exposure 
to PM2.5 causes premature death and a 
variety of illnesses. 

Scientists have known this for de-
cades, but since the national standard 
was last revised in 2012, new studies have 
strengthened these findings. They include 
an epidemiologic study with the largest 
ever number of subjects and several that 
include PM2.5 concentrations well below 
the current standard. 

EPA’s scientific staff estimates, based on 
multiple epidemiologic studies, that current-
ly an average of 13,500 to 51,300 people die 
prematurely each year from breathing fine 
particles. Although these numbers are 
uncertain, the likelihood of thousands of 
deaths per year would typically spur regula-
tors to tighten existing standards. However, 
EPA’s current political leadership disagrees.

The Clean Air Act directs the EPA to set 
air quality standards based on an accurate 
and thorough review of the latest science. 
This function is performed by casac, which 
I chaired from 2012 to 2015. 

casac has seven members, which isn’t 
enough to provide the breadth, depth and 
diversity of expertise, experience and 
perspectives needed for these complex 
reviews. Recognizing this, for four decades 
the EPA has augmented the committee by 
convening expert review panels for each 
pollutant. They include scientists with 
extensive knowledge of  epidemiology, 
toxicology, medicine, air quality, exposure, 
risk, statistics and other fields. I served on 
the 20-member casac PM Review Panel that 
was appointed in 2015 to help casac review 
the PM2.5 standard. 

EPA Administrator Andrew Wheel-
er disbanded that panel in October 2018. 
Wheeler also continued a makeover of ca-
sac started by his predecessor, Scott Pruitt, 
that removed leading researchers from the 

committee. Now casac has no epidemiolo-
gists — a key discipline for assessing PM2.5 
health effects.

Realizing that the EPA would not oth-
erwise get the science advice it needs, the 
disbanded PM review panel reconvened 
itself in October 2019. We found that current 
fine particle standards are not protective of 
public health. 

The studies published since 2012 dem-
onstrating that exposure to fine particles 
causes premature death at concentrations 
below current standards were key to our de-
cision. We advised the EPA that the annual 
standard should be reduced from its current 
level of 12 micrograms per cubic meter to a 
range of between 10 and 8 micrograms per 
cubic meter. 

For the 24-hour standard, which regu-
lates short-term air quality spikes, we 
recommended reducing the limit from the 
current level of 35 micrograms per cubic 
meter to between 30 and 25 micrograms per 
cubic meter. These scientific findings were 
based on multiple epidemiologic studies, 
augmented with evidence from controlled 
experiments with animals and humans.

Administrator Wheeler claims that 
recent studies since the last time the stan-
dards were revised “do not provide a basis 
for revising the standards.” Wheeler ac-
knowledges that studies based on long-term 
exposures below the current standards 
show “associations” between air quality and 
premature death. However, he argues that 
this research does not show a causal rela-
tionship. Yet, based on the overall body of 
evidence, he acknowledges that “a causal re-
lationship exists between long-term PM2.5 
exposure and total mortality.” In my view, 
his rationale is illogical and is inconsistent 
with the evidence. 

The Clean Air Act requires regulators to 
set standards that will provide an “adequate 
margin of safety.” This means that they 
should be stringent enough to protect sensi-
tive populations, such as older adults, people 
with preexisting cardiovascular or respira-
tory diseases and children with asthma. 

The EPA proposal acknowledges that 
these groups exist, but does not specify how 
it will protect them from PM2.5 in the air. 
Wheeler is also silent regarding the role of 
racial and ethnic differences in exposure 
and risk, even though a federal court called 
the EPA to task in 2009 for not specifically 
addressing at-risk groups. 

Preliminary evidence suggests that 
exposure to particles worsens the effects of 
covid-19. While this finding needs peer re-
view and additional study, existing evidence 
of risk for sensitive populations shows the 
need for a more protective standard.

The EPA currently faces lawsuits for mul-
tiple instances in which it has either sought to 
weaken or failed to strengthen air pollution 
regulations. They include rolling back motor 
vehicle greenhouse gas emission standards, 
failing to implement stringent rules limit-
ing interstate air pollution and repealing 
the Obama administration’s Clean Power 
Plan to limit carbon emissions from power 
plants. Unless the EPA modifies its position 
on particle air quality to address the law and 
the science, I expect that this regulation, too, 
will end up in court. n

H. Christopher Frey is the Glenn E. Futrell 
Distinguished University Professor of 
Environmental Engineering at North 
Carolina State University.

OUTDATED AIR POLLUTION STANDARDS 
The EPA rejects science, endangers 
health and ignores the law
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monolithic idea of what it means to be Asian. 
The myth gets its power from society’s 

unceasing separators and groupings, 
like 2017 statistics from the esteemed 
Pew Research Center comparing the 
median annual income for Asian house-
holds ($73,060) with all U.S. households 
($53,600) as of 2017.

Numbers like this are often simplified 
and the disparity between and within 
Asian groups becomes invisible to the pub-
lic. For example, the PRC reports that in 
2015 Indian households on average made 
over $100,000 a year while Burmese house-
holds made $36,000. The myth’s cocktail 
gets stronger with stereotypes that por-
tray Asians as nerds, good at math, quiet 
and, like Peterson wrote, imbued with an 
in-born propensity to succeed. 

“That is certainly not the case for most 
Asian Americans,” Henry said. “Within the 
Asian American community, we struggle. 
We have butted heads with the more 
privileged factions of our community.” 
Henry said the dynamics of oppression 
and privilege play out even more starkly 
in crisis. “In a similar way that inequities 
are amplified in this crisis overall, so too 
does it amplify inequalities within the 
Asian American communities,” he said. 

Henry provided this example: Asian 
Americans who work in the tech industry 
can work from home while those who 
work as frontline workers do not have 
that luxury. Being in public, they are more 
susceptible to becoming targets.

Authors Rosalind S. Chou and Joe R. 
Feagin write that the model minority myth 
creates “a racial middle status between 
whites and other people of color.” In their 
book “The Myth of the Model Minority,” 

they elaborate: “This protects the white 
position at the top by diffusing hostility to-
wards them and sets up Asian Americans 
to be a scapegoat during times of crisis.” 

That is exactly what is happening 
now. An April 16 report from The Cen-
ter for Public Integrity examined how 
the Trump administration’s response 
to the xenophobia that has come out of 
covid-19 lacks the kind of supportive 
messaging former President George W. 
Bush employed after September 11, 2001, 
to deter Islamophobic hate crimes. The 
Trump administration’s use of language, 
such as the “Chinese” virus, further bol-
sters the image that being Chinese — or 
Asian at all — is inherently connected to 
the virus. “That action directly results 
in more acts of discrimination and even 
potential acts of violence. It’s troubling,” 
Henry said.

Invigorated interest in engagement 
Figuring out how to mobilize against 

racism while the whole world is facing a 
severe public health threat is a challenge. 
Henry says that, as always, speaking up is 
important. “Name it. We need to expose it 
as it happens,” he said.

Racial Equity Coach Baguyo says that 
the disparities and discrimination un-
earthed by covid-19 need to be seen as an 
opportunity: “It kind of casts a light; we have 
major issues we have to fix. But we can only 
change if we talk about actions moving for-
ward,” he said. Baguyo explained that racial 
equity is recognizing difference and dispar-
ity to see how they play out. The gaps are in 
plain view at the moment and that presents a 
choice to move toward racial justice, which 
he characterizes as driving actions that 
work to dismantle those disparities. 

Jamie Lee, the director of community 

initiatives for the Seattle Chinatown Inter-
national District Preservation and Devel-
opment Authority, promotes catharsis and 
modes of change, similar to Henry and Ba-
guyo. “It’s important that we tell our story,” 
Lee said. She also emphasized the breadth 
of experiences within the Asian American 
community and recognizing a spectrum of 
oppression. 

The kind of fear Asian Americans are 
feeling currently is a daily reality for Black 
and Brown people. We need to “remember 
that and hold that as true,” Lee said. 

Lee said it is important to mobilize both 
inside and outside the community simul-
taneously. “There are many of our com-
munity — immigrants, elders — that don’t 
understand what hate crimes are,” she said. 
Lee is currently part of a group working 
with King County Equity and Social Justice 
to organize better bias crime reporting, 
which is itself a complicated issue. There 
is a current effort to educate non-English-
speaking community members about what 
constitutes a hate crime.

A week after Gov. Jay Inslee imple-
mented a stay-at-home order for Wash-
ington, Henry Liu went to Uwajimaya and 
purchased 15 bags worth of fresh fruits, 
vegetables and buns — at about $12 a bag. 
He then delivered each bag to elders in low-
income housing units. He documented the 
entire process and posted it on a Facebook 
group named Support the ID.

What was first just a one-person effort 
with Liu — who is a community organizer 
for InterIm Community Development Asso-
ciation — accrued first three staff members, 
then six and then grew to include volunteers 
who now deliver groceries to hundreds of 
elders in the community. Liu says he hasn’t 
seen any incidents of racism and hasn’t 
had neighborhood residents raise concerns 

about it. But he feels a shift in the air. The 
neighborhood’s attitudes towards civic en-
gagement feel like they are changing. 

Before the pandemic, most store owners 
and community residents who were not in 
social justice circles simply focused on their 
own survival, on making money to support 
themselves and family. “That attitude re-
ally shifted after the pandemic. All these 
businesses are closing down — the whole 
picture of the neighborhood that people 
knew is no longer there,” Liu said. “If that 
community is gone, is there really going 
to be more of this community afterward?” 

That question lingers as businesses 
board up, and Liu says it’s a catalyst to 
engage.

He has heard of restaurant employees 
and owners who were previously not reg-
istered to vote but feel an inclination now 
to be civically engaged after witnessing 
dedicated staff lose jobs.

He has also seen increased participa-
tion by the Seattle Police Department in 
the neighborhood. Liu personally reached 
out to SPD four times to help distribute 
groceries to elders in the area. They showed 
up every time.

The Pacific Northwest has seen a grow-
ing Asian American population in the last 
20 years. But even prior to that, the region 
has had a legacy of Asian American advo-
cacy and activism — organizations like 
Asian Counseling and Referral Services 
and APACE and the very presence of the 
Chinatown-International District is testa-
ment to that.

“Our community does have a voice,” 
Henry said. “The more numbers behind that 
voice, the more powerful it is.” 

Baguyo said, “Our voices really need to be 
heard during this because we are part of the 
fabric of America. This is our America, too.” n


